A previous report in this Journal of a computer method for assessing the size of a protein from its amino acid composition, and its application to virus protein data, contained an error in the published arithmetical formula. Persons using the incorrect formula would not have obtained incorrect estimates of possible protein sizes, but would have obtained a more equivocal set of possible sizes.
Gibbs & McIntyre (I97O) described a method for assessing the possible size of a protein from its amino acid composition, a method which is also of great value for routinely comparing the results of amino acid analyses and assessing their worth. This method assesses how well a particular amino acid composition fits every protein within a stipulated size range by calculating an 'integer deviate index' (IDI) for each protein within that size range. 
where X~ is the proportional molar amount of the ith of N amino acids, M is the protein size (number of residues) being tested, and C is a constant chosen to give a satisfactory magnitude to the sum. It can be seen that both formulae give principal IDI minima at the same protein sizes. However, formula (2) gives less equivocal minima as it gives none of the minor IDI minima given by formula (I). Thus, persons using formula (I) would not obtain an incorrect assessment of the possible size of a protein, merely an assessment that is more difficult to interpret. Copies of FITMOL will be sent on request. (Received 3I May ~977)
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